Co-occurrence of ecologically equivalent cryptic species of spider wasps
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Many cryptic species have been discovered in various taxonomic groups based on molecular phylogenetic analyses and mating experiments. Some sympatric cryptic species share equivalent resources, which contradicts the competitive exclusion principle. Two major theories have been proposed to explain the apparent lack of competitive exclusion, i.e. niche-based coexistence and neutral model, but a conclusive
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explanation is lacking. Here, we report the co-occurrence of cryptic spider wasp species appearing to be ecologically equivalent. Molecular phylogenetic analyses and mating experiments revealed that three phylogenetically closely related species are found sympatrically in Japan. These species share the same resources for larval food, and two of the species have the same niche for nesting sites, indicating a lack of competitive exclusion. This evidence may suggest that ecologically equivalent species can co-occur stably if their shared resources are sufficiently abundant that they cannot be over-exploited.

1. Introduction

Phylogenetically closely related species complexes with almost no morphological distinctions are designated as cryptic species. Based on minute differences in pheromones and/or sexual behaviour, cryptic species have been detected in various taxonomic groups, e.g. moths and frogs [1]. Recently, molecular phylogenetic analyses have revealed many cryptic species in several animal taxa, especially in insects [1]. Moreover, mating experiments have confirmed that some of these cryptic species are reproductively isolated [2]. Cryptic species have been reported to be distributed allopatrically, parapatrically [3] or even sympatrically [1]. These sympatric species occasionally exhibit minor differences in their ecological niches [4]. Surprisingly, a few cryptic species exhibit no apparent differences in their ecological niches but still are distributed sympatrically over much of their distributions [5,6]. These findings appear to contradict the competitive exclusion principle [7–10].

The competitive exclusion principle states that species limited by a common resource cannot coexist [7–10]. It means that the principle is only applicable for species that are limited by common resources. In other words, the principle does not apply to species that share a common resource too abundant to be a limiting factor. Coexistence of two or more species are possible either with niche differentiation among the species [6,11] or if they share the unlimited resources. By contrast, neutral models are built on the assumption that all species are identical in their fitness and in their effects on one another. Population dynamics is driven randomly in births, deaths and dispersal, and multiple species are distributed sympatrically [12,13]. Neutral dynamics, however, cannot act to maintain species in a system, but rather only slow the loss of species from local communities [14]. Ecologically equivalent species should randomly go extinct as their relative abundances vary stochastically until only one species remains [13]. This means that under the neutral models, species exhibit temporal co-occurrence, but do not maintain stable coexistence.

*Auplopus carbonarius* (Scopoli, 1763) is a solitary hunting wasp of the family Pompilidae. This species is widely distributed in the temperate zone of the Palearctic Region, from Europe to the Far East [15–17]. The female builds barrel-shaped mud cells and stores a small spider in each cell [17,18]. The larva feeds on the spider and grows in the cell.

The Japanese *A. carbonarius* consists of three morphological/behavioural types, i.e. the white-mandibular type (WM type), black-mandibular type (BM type) [15,19] and exposed nesting type (EN type) [20] (figure 1b and electronic supplementary material, figure S1). In the male of the WM type, the mandible is ivory-white on its greater part and the frons has a pair of lateral longitudinal ivory-white maculae extending above the level of the antennal sockets. In the male of the BM type, the mandible is wholly black or dark brown and the frons has a pair of ivory-white maculae not extending above the level of the antennal sockets. The male of the EN type is indistinguishable from that of the WM type in head coloration. In the female, there are no morphological differences among the three types. The females of both WM and BM types construct nests in closed spaces such as the insides of plant stems, hollow spaces under the bark and gaps in stone walls. The EN-type female, however, builds nests on exposed substrates such as the undersides of leaves or tree roots hanging down under overhang earth cliffs, and the nest cells are covered with additional mud sheets [20] (figure 1c).

Here, we report a case of study of stable co-occurrence of ecologically equivalent cryptic species for which another plausible explanation seems to be applicable. We present data on the co-occurrence of three cryptic species of a spider wasp species complex (figure 1). First, based on molecular phylogenetic analyses and mating experiments, we confirmed that the three species are reproductively isolated. Then, we demonstrated that these species are widely distributed sympatrically throughout Japan based on collection records and trap nest surveys. Among these species, two use the same nesting site and all three share a common prey spider species as larval food. From this evidence, we propose a new hypothesis:
Figure 1. Three cryptic species of the Auplopus carbonarius species complex. (a) Phylogenetic tree based on BI analyses of COI and 28S datasets combined (terminal taxa, haplotypes; numbers in parentheses, sample sizes). (b) Male heads of the three cryptic species, frontal view. (c) Nests of the three species. (d) Results of the mating experiments. The three wasp types are BM: black-mandibular type; EN: exposed-nesting type and WM: white-mandibular type. A.p.: Auplopus pygialis (Pérez, 1905) (outgroup); K1: Korean type 1; OI: Okinawa Island type; K2: Korean type 2; E1: European type 1; E2: European type 2. The two numbers on each branch represent the Bayesian posterior probabilities (greater than or equal to 0.5) and ML bootstrap supports (greater than or equal to 50). The copulation success of males with conspecific females is significantly more frequent than that with non-conspecific females (for statistics, see the electronic supplementary material, figure S5). The courtship of males toward conspecific females is significantly more frequent than that toward non-conspecific females (for statistics, see the electronic supplementary material, figure S5).

2. Material and methods

2.1. Collection and rearing of wasps

The WM- and BM-type wasps were collected by using bamboo tube nest traps [21–23]. The traps consisted of dried bamboo stems approximately 200 mm long and 10 mm in internal diameter, with one end closed by the node. Ten bamboo stems were tied together with two cable ties and were attached horizontally to tree trunks approximately 1.5 m above the ground. The traps were set up at 33 localities in Japan (electronic supplementary material, table S4). Each mud cell in the bamboo tubes was numbered and kept individually in a glass vial (20 ml) at the outdoor temperature in Hachioji-shi, Tokyo (mean temperature per month from October to December of 2010–2014: 6.9°C; from January to April of 2011–2015: 9.8°C). Adult wasps that emerged from mud cells were kept in the vials, being fed with solution of honey in water, and were used for mating experiments. Nests of the EN type were collected in 2012–2015 at two localities in Japan (electronic supplementary material, table S4). Each of them was numbered and kept individually in a small plastic container until adults emerged. Adults were moved to glass vials immediately after their emergence and were reared in the same way as described above. When both male and female wasps emerged from the same bamboo tube, we assigned the type of the male(s) to the female(s). This is justified because a bamboo tube is usually used by a single female [23,24] and consequently all wasps emerging from the same tube are considered to be siblings.

ecologically equivalent species can stably co-occur if they share resources that are sufficiently abundant to not be over-exploited.
2.2. Examined materials for molecular analyses

For molecular analyses, we sampled the WM-, BM- and EN-type wasps that had already been used for mating experiments (electronic supplementary material, table S5). One of the mid legs was removed from an emerging wasp and preserved in 100% ethanol for DNA extraction, and the remainder of the wasp was kept as a voucher. We also analysed specimens of the A. carbonarius from Okinawa Island, Korea, France and England (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 and table S5). Male wasps from the Okinawa Island type (OI) are similar to those of the BM type in head coloration. In the Korean males, two morphological types are distinguishable by their head coloration, although both are similar to the WM type: the Korean type 1 (K1), has two small white spots on the frons between the antennal sockets, whereas in the Korean type 2 (K2) such spots are absent. In the males from France and England, other two morphological types are distinguishable based on head coloration: the European type 1 (E1) from France and England is similar to the WM type and the European type 2 (E2) from France is similar to the BM type. We added a female of A. pygialis (Pérez, 1905) collected from Saitama Prefecture of Japan to our materials as an outgroup.

2.3. Molecular analyses

We analysed two regions of the DNA: 595 bp of the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit I DNA (COI) and 497 bp of the nuclear 28S ribosomal DNA (28S). The COI, 28S and their combined datasets were analysed from the wasps shown in the electronic supplementary material, table S5.

The total DNA was extracted from one of the middle legs of each wasp that had been preserved in 100% ethanol at −20°C. The leg was incubated overnight at 55°C in 100 µl of Chelex 10% TE buffer containing 5 µl of proteinase K (20 mg ml−1). Subsequently, the samples were heated at 100°C for 10 min to deactivate the enzyme. The COI and 28S regions were amplified using the COI primers LCO-EG: 5′-TTTCAACAAATCACAAAGAYATYGG-3′ and HCO-EG: 5′-TAAACTTCAGGRTGACCRAAAAATCA-3′ [25,26] and the 28S primers D2B: 5′-GTCGGGTTGCTTGAGAGTGC-3′ and D3A-r: 5′-TCCGTGTTTCAAGACGGGTC-3′ [27]. Each PCR contained 5 µl of 2× PCR buffer, 2 µl of dNTPs (final 0.4 mM), 0.3 µl of 10 pmol µl−1 forward and reverse primers (final 0.3 µM), 0.2 µl of 1.0 U µl−1 KOD FX Neo (TOYOBO Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) and 0.5 µl of DNA template. Thermal cycle parameters were as follows: 94°C for 2 min; 5 cycles of denaturation at 98°C for 10 s, 45°C for 30 s, 68°C for 45 s; then: for COI, 40 cycles at 98°C for 10 s, 48.5°C for 30 s, 68°C for 45 s; for 28S, 45 cycles at 98°C for 10 s, 51°C for 30 s, 68°C for 45 s, and the final extension at 68°C for 7 min. After confirming the PCR amplification on a 2.0% agarose gel, the amplified products were incubated at 37°C for 30 min and 80°C for 20 min with Illustra™ ExoStar (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK) to remove any excess primers and nucleotides. The cycle sequencing reactions were run with ABI PRISM BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit v. 3.1 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The sequencing reaction products were purified and concentrated by ethanol precipitation with sodium acetate. DNA sequencing was performed on an ABI PRISM 3130 Genetic Analyzer.

The obtained sequences have been deposited in the DDBJ database (electronic supplementary material, table S5). Sequences were edited by Chromas Pro 1.7 (Technelysium Pty. Ltd., South Brisbane, Queensland, Australia) and were aligned by MUSCLE [28] in MEGA 5.2 [29] with the Auto setting.

2.4. Phylogenetic inference

Maximum-likelihood (ML) and Bayesian inference (BI) analyses were run for the COI and 28S markers separately, as well as for the combined dataset. Nucleotide substitution models for the two molecular markers and the combined dataset were determined in KAKUSAN 4 v. 4.0 [30]. The protein coding regions COI were partitioned by codon positions.

In the BI analyses, models were selected based on the Bayesian information criterion [31]; they were HKY + Gamma applied to the codon first and third positions of the COI dataset and the COI region of the combined dataset; F81 + Homogeneous applied to the codon second positions of the COI dataset and the COI region of the combined dataset; K80 + Gamma applied to the 28S region of the combined dataset and K80 + Homogeneous applied to the 28S dataset. In the ML analyses, the GTR + Gamma model was chosen for all datasets using the AICc [32]. We performed the BI analysis using MrBAYES v. 3.1. 2 [33]. This analysis was conducted with two independent runs. Four chains were run for 1 000 000 generations each, and sampled every 100 generations. The first 1000 trees were discarded as burn-in. We used TRACER v. 1.6.0 [34] and checked if all parameter values of the runs became steady states, the posterior probability
densities were similar between the runs and the effective sample size of parameter values exceeded 100. For the ML analysis, we applied the likelihood ratchets algorithm as a tree searching strategy using RAxML, v. 8.1.15 [35]. Bootstrap test was 1000 repeats for the ML.

To recognize species from our phylogenetic data objectively, we used a species delimitation method, the Bayesian Poisson tree process (bPTP) model [36] using the BI and ML trees of the COI and 28S datasets. The analysis was conducted using the online web service: http://species.h-its.org/ptp [36].

2.5. Mating experiments

A female and a male were paired in a petri dish (46 mm in diameter, 18 mm in height), and their behaviour was recorded for 10 min with digital video cameras (Canon, iVIS HFS21; SONY, Handycam HDR-XR500).

Nine hundred and twenty mating experiments were conducted at 9.00–18.00 of April–May of 2011–2015 and August of 2014 at Systematic Zoology laboratory at Tokyo Metropolitan University, using 606 wasps (electronic supplementary material, tables S1 and S4). These wasps were used for multiple mating experiments, except for mated females, because the female exhibits single mating as do females of most solitary wasps and bees [37]. Females were paired with heterotypic males prior to homotypic males. The average number of mating experiments per female was shown in the electronic supplementary material, table S6. The frequency of mating was also checked for both males and females. The results of mating experiments were tested statistically by Fisher’s exact test with Bonferroni correction.

Ninety-nine females that were mounted by males and appeared to succeed in mating were dissected to confirm whether they had sperm in the spermatheca. This organ was removed from the females killed in the freezer and the presence or absent of sperm was checked under a microscope.

2.6. Comparison of ecological niche

We examined collecting sites and methods (bamboo trap nests or others, e.g. netting, yellow pan traps and Malaise traps), sex and morphological types of 4378 specimens deposited in the insect collection of Tokyo Metropolitan University. These data include the information on the wasps used for molecular analyses and mating experiments. Their type was identified by the method stated in ‘Collection and rearing of wasps’. We also examined prey spider remains in nests of all types (WM- and BM-type nests collected from trap nests at Minami-osawa, Hachioji-shi, Tokyo and EN-type nests collected from Shimo-oyamada-machi, Machida-shi, Tokyo). These two localities are only ca 4 km apart.

3. Results

3.1. Confirmation of separation among three cryptic species

Molecular phylogenetic analyses based on the COI and 28S markers indicate that the WM, BM and EN types are separated into monophyletic groups (figure 1a). These analyses also demonstrated five additional monophyletic groups: the OI type, Korean types 1 and 2 (K1 and K2), European type 1 (E1 from France and England) and European type 2 (E2 from France) (figure 1a). Furthermore, the bPTP analysis presented the possibility that these types are independent species, although support values for some species were not high (electronic supplementary material, figures S2 and S3).

Mating experiments were performed among the WM, BM and EN types (figure 1d and electronic supplementary material, figure S4 and table S1). Successful mating was observed only between homotypic pairs. A few male courtship trials were observed in heterotypic pairs, but none of them led to successful mating. For all three species, the copulation success and courtship between homotypic pairs were significantly more frequent than those between heterotypic pairs (electronic supplementary material, figure S5).

3.2. Comparison of distribution and ecological niche

The three types are distributed sympatrically throughout the Japanese mainland (figure 2a,b). Bamboo trap collections showed that both WM and BM types were collected from 9 out of 16 prefectures (figure 2a and electronic supplementary material, table S2). In other collections, WM (or EN) types and BM types were collected from 10 out of 21 prefectures (figure 2b and electronic supplementary material, table S3). We were not able to find any tendency in the distribution of the types. In Tokyo and Okayama Prefecture,
all three types were collected in close proximity (less than 4 km). Thus, we conclude that these types are sympatrically distributed throughout the Japanese mainland.

As indicated by the trap nest records (figure 2a and electronic supplementary material, table S2), the same nest sites were shared by the WM and BM types in 13 localities. In addition, detailed records showed that these two types were found in the same 15 bamboo tube bundles. Among 254 tubes with two or more males hatching, two bamboo tubes produced both WM- and BM-type males. Moreover, a single tube was shared by both WM and BM types, which was confirmed by morphological and DNA analyses.
Figure 3. Prey spiders of the Auplopus carbonarius species complex. (a) Species and families of the prey spiders. (b) Photograph of the common prey Plexippoides doenitzi (Karsch, 1879) fed upon by a larva of A. carbonarius species complex. (c) Frequency distributions of head widths of the three types of females (median, upper/lower qualities, maximum and minimum). The WM female width was significantly smaller than those of the other two types (Mann–Whitney U-test with Bonferroni correction, p < 0.05), but range of the three types is largely overlapped. Ag., Agelenidae; Ch., Chiracanthiidae; Cl., Clubionidae; E. a., Evarcha albaria (Koch, 1878); Ly., Lycosidae; M. c., Mendoza canestrinii (Ninni, 1868); Ox., Oxyopidae; P. a., Phintella abnormis (Bösenberg & Strand, 1906); P. d., Plexippoides doenitzi (Karsch, 1879); Ph., Philodromidae; R. a., Rhene atrata (Karsch, 1881); S. v., Silervittatus (Karsch, 1879); The., Theridiidae; Tho., Thomisidae; Un.*, unknown species of Salticidae; Un.**, unknown species.

The active periods of adult males were also compared by the collection dates of samples by the methods other than bamboo tube traps (figure 2c). The records indicate that the active period of adult males was from March to October for the three types, although we could not separate the WM and EN types, because they cannot distinguish by morphological characters. The wasps collected with the trap nest method also exhibited no difference in the emergence periods among the three types (electronic supplementary material, figure S6).
Next, we examined the remains of the spider prey in the nest cells of the WM and BM types (in Minami-ōsawa, Hachioji-shi, Tokyo) and in the nest cells of the EN type (in Shimo-ōyamada-machi, Machida-shi, Tokyo, ca 4 km from the former locality). The remains showed that the larvae of all the wasp types fed on small spiders of several families (figure 3a). The most frequent prey item was jumping spiders (Salticidae), among which Plexippoides doenitzi (Karsch, 1879) was preyed upon by all three wasp species (figure 3a,b). Finally, we examined the head width of the three types as an indicator of body size. The WM type was significantly smaller than the other two types, but their ranges largely overlapped (figure 3c).

4. Discussion

Our phylogenetic analyses differentiated the three phenotypes of A. carbonarius into three distinct monophyletic groups (figure 1a). These types were delimited as potential species by the bPTP analysis (electronic supplementary material, figures S2 and S3). In addition, the mating experiments revealed a strict behavioural isolation among these three types (figure 1d and electronic supplementary material, figure S5). Therefore, because of their genetic differentiation and reproductive isolation, we conclude that these organisms are separate species and form the Auplopus carbonarius species complex (we hereafter change ‘WM, BM and EN types’ to ‘species WM, BM and EN’). The molecular data and bPTP analyses also showed that wasps from Okinawa Island, Korea, France and England form five monophyletic groups that differ from the above three species (figure 1a and electronic supplementary material, figures S2 and S3). The two types from Korea (K1 and K2) and the two types from France (E1 and E2) were collected in the same localities, indicating the co-occurrence of each pair of types. Probably the A. carbonarius species complex comprises many cryptic species, which should be confirmed by further mating experiments.

The collection records from the bamboo tube traps and other methods suggest that at least the species WM and BM are widely distributed in the Japanese mainland (figure 2a). Because wasps of species EN are collected from Tokyo and Okayama Prefecture, their distributional area probably overlaps with those of species WM and BM.

In the three species, the emergence and active periods of adult males occurred from March to October with no significant differences among the species (figure 2c). The voltinism of these species is estimated to be two or more generations starting in April (electronic supplementary material, figure S6). Thus, we did not find differences in the emergence and active periods among the three species.

Here, we consider the niche overlap in nesting sites and prey food. The collection records obtained by the use of trap nests showed that species WM and BM share the same nesting sites, whereas species EN exhibits niche separation. Because these species are phylogenetically closely related (figure 1a), the separation of nesting niche might have led to the speciation of species EN from species WM. In addition, the two types from Korea share the same bamboo trap bundles and the two types from France were collected in the same locality with a Malaise trap.

Regarding the niche for prey food, the three wasp species hunt small spiders from several families (figure 3a). Among them, one of the most common targets is the jumping spiders (Salticidae), including P. doenitzi, which was preyed on by all three species. The correlation of body size among spider wasps (Pompilidae) and their prey spiders is well known [38]. We found that the body size of the wasp females is almost equal (figure 3c). Hence, the prey size of the three species is considered to be almost the same. These patterns suggest that the niche for prey is almost identical among the three species. It is necessary to validate this statistically. However, neither prey species composition nor prey abundance remains technically difficult to estimate. Further studies will be needed to confirm the identity of their prey utilization.

Any ecological differences, including ‘stabilizing niche differences’ [11], were not observed in our results. Three species have sympatric distributions and share a common niche for prey items, i.e. jumping spiders. Species WM and BM also share common nesting sites. We consider a possibility that species WM and BM speciated and avoid gene flow by reproductive differences (e.g. sex pheromones) and are ecologically equivalent to each other. Our ecological data showed only indirect suggestions, and the density variation, niche equivalency and ‘invasibility criterion’ [11,14,39] of each species were not verified. However, the neutral model [13] is unlikely to match this case because two species of wasps are widely and sympatrically distributed in Japan and either species does not converge to either 0 (extinction) or 1 (exclusion).
We here propose a new hypothesis. These wasps may coexist because of sharing of unlimited common resources. The common prey resources for the wasps of the three species are small, free-living spiders that far exceeded their predators’ needs. The common nest resources for species WM and BM are small, closed spaces that are abundant compared with their overall requirements. In our trap nest bundles, a few tubes were almost always vacant, indicating that there are sufficient nesting sites for these wasps. Thus, the abundance of these resources exceeds the wasps’ resource requirements. Certainly, there should be no competitive exclusion for these abundant resources. At present, we cannot prove this hypothesis because of lack of quantitative data on their food, nesting and other ecological niches. We will need to collect these kind of data for prolonged periods.

The abundance of resources is a key factor to avoid competitive exclusion. This raises an important question: why are these resources so abundant? The studied species have a low number of progeny because they have evolved to lay only a limited number of eggs in their lifetime and are K-strategists [40,41]. These small spider wasps hunt a relatively small spider on which they lay a single egg, e.g. the *Auplopus carbonarius* species complex. Because the small spiders hunted by these wasps are abundant compared with the needs of the wasp populations, the wasps do not deplete their resources. This lack of resource limitation results in the absence of competitive interactions among the wasp species that use the same resource.

We cannot verify the proposed hypothesis of unlimited resources from the current data, but these data help us to deduce this logical interpretation of coexistence of species. Owing to the difficulty of observations and experiments, the confirmation of the current hypothesis is likely to be impossible in this case, but may become possible using other examples. We should note that the proposed ‘coexistence’ should be termed ‘stable co-occurrence’ if the term ‘coexistence’ is defined solely by niche differentiation or the competitive exclusion principle [6,11]. Here, this stable co-occurrence is strictly different from the temporal co-occurrence of the neutral models [12,13].
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